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A collection of the best possible, funniest, and sauciest jokes about age and aging—here, finally, is a reserve
guaranteed to make anyone laugh incontinently Jokes from such "senior" luminaries seeing that George
Burns, Winston Churchill, Joan Rivers, Dorothy Parker, and more fill this delicious companion to The Book
of Senior Moments.that laughter always helps. As your physical attributes drift southwards and your mental
powers mind for the hills, keep in mind—and it's certainly difficult, considering that you likely addressing
your youngest child since "Thingy"—can't remember where you parked your car and you're currently  Getting
older is normally unavoidable, and there's only one solution.
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Easier to laugh than cry I purchased this book to learn views approximately aging, because We’d rather
laugh than cry about any of it. Great for Seniors & their Families too. Good senior humor, not the older put
downs found in some other books. Should have an R rating Some of these certainly are a bit nasty, but there
are several of them which are safe to share. If I could stand up long enough to become a Standup, I'd have
various material. Good jokes Bought this for my Mom. I will be telling a few of these to my friends and
possibly telling them on myself; This would make an excellent present for anybody over 50 and a good read
for those linked to those persons.... Two Stars kinda lame and too many "clean" dirty jokes, just wasn't
befitting my intended recipient.. no quick one liners I only gave 3 stars because it's not what I was longing
for..did We say that right? Funny tales about life's experiences by us people that just eventually have a few
more birthdays than some others. Great gift Bought this for my 84 calendar year old grandma for Xmas.
When I called her that afternoon, she stated she was experiencing it therefore much that she had been
halfway through it. Actually happy it has brought her some pleasure and gets her reading. Laughing is
wonderful for the brain and the soul! this book has some very nice material. She has browse and reread the
publication and told me several of the jokes. Since it was something special on her behalf, and she really
wants it, it's a five-celebrity buy in my book! Five Stars Fine, clean, funny jokes.. The jokes are lengthy
jokes, not the quick one or two liners I wanted. cute and funny A few of the jokes are a small in bad flavor
but most are cute or funny and you may get a large amount of chuckles from scanning this book.. Funny
Good to have in shelf Jokes aren't new I would have found this book mildly amusing easily hadn't read the
great most these jokes in additional joke books.Funnnny Reserve.
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